


Acoustic Body (2018 - 2019 )
Ecologies of Sound, and the Emerging Cultures of Listening

Acoustic Body takes an artistic and research-based approach on developing and exploring the
ways of experiencing the acoustic environment and the somatically aware cultures of listening.
In the context of sound art, the project shifts the spotlight from the artist-as-a-creator and the
artwork-as-an-object to the emerging cultural practices that encourage active and embodied
listening.

The project is inherently trans- and anti-disciplinary. It collects together diverse elements from
the practices and perspectives of acoustic ecology, neuromusicology, somatics and cultural
studies. A particular focus is given to the technological paradigm shift in the audio field brought
about by the current breakthrough of immersive listening technology.

The core group of the project consists of composerMarkus Pesonen and somatician Catarina
Brazão, and it's supported by cultural studies researchers Juhana Venäläinen and Noora
Vikman.

Music, Sound andWellbeing Symposium (1st edition in August 2019, University of Eastern
Finland) was a leading event about sound and acoustics in the areas of health, tech and
education and provided an important opportunity for everyone interested in these areas to
share their latest research results and exchange ideas on theories, technologies and
applications in these fields.

Field recording in France

Omnispheric speaker technology ↓Recording gongs in Germany ↑The Symposium was international and multidisciplinaryCatarina & Markus presenting the Acoustic Body research



Somatic Sound Journeys are three-dimensional sonic landscapes that involve a
variety of nature sounds and electroacoustic music. Each Sound Journey is unique
as every composition is created in the moment. The invitation is to observe how
different sounds impact us and develop somatic awareness by listening through
the body. Somatic Sound Journeys have been experienced by over 1500 people in
Finland, Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Portugal, Spain, Italy andBelgium.

The experience is accompanied by a blindfold mask that enables total darkness
even with open eyes and an omnispheric speaker system that creates an immersive
sonic augmented reality experience. The events ends with a discussion about
somatic awareness, acoustic ecology, listening culture, sound technology,
therapeutics and education.

"First of all, let me tell you that we all felt very comfortable — you have
the capacity to share a calm atmosphere and open spaces... For me
personally, the workshop was an experience of opening awareness. It
seems to me that the Markus' compositions and the sound equipment
that is so incredibly loyal to the real sound, have a lot of impact on the
listener." — Elena

“I would describe my experience as meditative as I went pretty deep
during the journey. The sound was really impressive – an amazing
natural soundscape.” — Jyrki

“The journey was very strong and deep for me. The blindfold
enhanced the experience of focussing on hearing. It was an important
element in that respect. I went deep into myself and it allowed me to
hear my internal state – to see how I really was. I also felt a deep love
and appreciation for myself, and that felt touching. After the sound
journey, it took me some time to return to the external reality. I asked
Catarina to help me ground again.” – Veera

“I haven’t felt so effortless relaxed and connected for years already
after a few minutes of the sound journey, and it still persists days later.
The team felt very harmonious, welcoming and competent, the space
was fascinating and the sound impressive - I had a fantastic
experience. I’m looking forward to more." — Ursula

Somatic Sound Journey in Lützelflüh, Switzerland

Field recording in Doñana National Park, SpainField recording in Madeira, Portugal

Sound walk in Koli, Finland Somatic Sound Journey in Olo centre, Finland







Breakfast (2012)

“A special mention too for Finnish musician Markus Pesonen as he
matched the dancers with sometimes dark, almost eerie, sometimes
more tuneful sounds produced live from his electric guitar, which at
one point he played with a violin bow; and recorded on his tablet.”
— David Mead, Ballet-Dance Magazine

Working on a technically ambitions large-scale production gave me the confidence to know what it
means to be professional. Just the sheer amount of technical challenges I had to solve in creating
a wireless interface that can control my live processed wireless electric guitar and complex live
electronic music tools gave me a sense of victory when all performances worked without
problems. Artistically working with high-level professional and communicating ideas across
disciplines and cultures developed a keen ear for understanding everyone.—Markus Pesonen

Performance, live electroacoustic music and sound design

The world of BREAKFAST is a kitchen, early in the morning. This is a special moment: between
night and day, between wakefulness and abandoned dreams. One is busy with rebuilding himself
for the day, arranging his thoughts, and adjusting the reality. Images, smells, news, taste, touch,
sounds... These impressions are mixed. The breakfast is also a sensory explosion that can often
not be processed immediately.

The live dance film leads the attention of the audience on undefined paths at the hedge between
reality and fiction, truth and lies, emotions and comedy. With three cameras on stage recording
and showing live on a big screen the relationship, the fights, the dreams of three performers, the
audience is brought close to them and is completely part of their emotions and their thoughts.

Choreography and direction Shang-Chi Sun
Text,dramaturgie Gordon Florenkowsky
Film Krzysztof Honowski Light Hans Fründt
MusicMarkus Pesonen

A coproduction by Taipei Arts Festival and fabrik Potsdam.

Dance/Camera Annapaola Leso, Fernando Balsera
Pita, Ruben Reniers
Management Laurent Dubost
Producer Ping Sun Taipei PR Ling-Chih Chow



Lacuna (2012)
Performance piece with live eloctroacoustic quadraphonic sound design

We choose what we want to remember, when everything else has been
dismissed or forgotten. Our memories are inaccurate, possibly even false,
yet we rely on them. In the utopia of having no memories nor a past which
we could trace back, what would be left from us?

In this creation we have focused on different aspects of memory and
memories. Lacuna is a fragmented journey in a space where collective and
individual memories overlap. The blind spots of memory create temporary
emptiness, where the only concreteness lies in the body.

Premiered on the 23rd of June 2012 | bat-studiotheater | Berlin

“Markus Pesonen certainly deserves praise for its sound design”
– Iben Maria Hammer, Terpsichore

The Lacuna production gave me a chance to work with sonic illusions and
perfect the three dimensional sound possibilities of the quadraphonic
speaker setup. I also studied the room acoustics to create recoding that
was inseparable from live guitar playing. The audience thought I was
playing live but when suddenly stopped moving it created a surprise and a
sudden shift in the perception of reality.—Markus Pesonen



Markus Pesonen Hendectet (2011 -)

★★★★★ (5/5) “Out of nowhere comes one of the highlights of the jazz year:
a colorful, intense, and fearless album that showcases the extraordinary
visionary composer and orchestra leader. Who the heck is this Pesonen?”
— Pentti Ronkanen, Keskisuomalainen (FI)

Hum (2011), Unit Records (CH) Padme (2014), Barefoot Records (DK)

Inventive eleven-piece orchestra uniting an international group of musicians

Following the critically acclaimed release of Hum in 2011, the band released its second
album, Padme in 2014, on the Danish label and musician-run collective Barefoot Records
and did two large-scale tours in Europe in 2012 and 2014.

The band enlivens a vast sound terrain stretching from contrabass clarinet to piccolo and
further expanded by electronics, where musicians create an electrifying spectrum of
emotions and atmospheres. Existing in the space between the extremities, Markus
Pesonen Hendectet’s music brings a listener into acute awareness of the physical
presence of sound.

A hendectet’s song enters into a spectacular chemical reaction with place and time,
rejuvenating with each performance. That is, not only there’s room for improvisation, but
also the process of composing continues on stage, being informed by improvisation and
reacting to it. There are openings inside the compositions, which allow Pesonen as a
conductor to take a lead and turn across traffic. Such twofold use of improvisation keeps
up the heat of the band’s live performances.

Anna Chekassina (RU) – voice and violin, Live Berger Brekke (NO) – accordion, Adam Pultz Melbye
(DK) – bass,Marc Lohr (LU) – drums and electronics,Otis Sandsjö (SE) – saxophones and clarinet,
Liudas Mockunas (LI) – saxophones and clarinets, Frank Gratkowski (DE) – saxophones, clarinets and
flutes, Tobias Wiklund (SE) – trumpet and flugelhorn, Petter Hängsel (SE) – trombone, Jonatan
Ahlbom (SE) – tuba,Markus Pesonen (FI) – guitar, lap steel and electronics

Listen online at:
https://soundcloud.com/markuspesonen




